HELMET SIZING CHART

XS

S

M

L

XL

Head Circumference
530-540mm

Head Circumference
550-560mm

Head Circumference
570-580mm

Head Circumference
590-600mm

Head Circumference
610-620mm

1

Dream
Carbo Plus

2
15

Leo Plus
Torc
Bliss
Curvy

16
18
19
21

Z-way
Z-way Super
Essex Hit
Essex Hot
Essex Wave
Carbo C6
Bolt
Diva
Flo
Thunder

26
29
30
31
32
34
35
38
40
43

Dash

44
53

DREAM
FLIP UP

MMGN

PLAIN
DUAL VISOR

CR

BL

WR

WH

GN

MBK

FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI) and FMVSS 218 (DOT) norms.
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.

MDS

VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH
ALSO AVALABLE IN SINGLE VISOR

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

2

DREAM D1
FLIP UP

LS
DUALVISOR

BKRD

BKBL

WHBL
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI) and FMVSS 218 (DOT) norms.
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.

BKSG

GNWH

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH
ALSO AVALABLE IN SINGLE VISOR

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

3

DREAM D2
FLIP UP

MBKDS

MBKGN

CAMOUFLAGE
DUAL VISOR

MBKRD

FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI) and FMVSS 218 (DOT) norms.
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH
ALSO AVALABLE IN SINGLE VISOR

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

4

DREAM D3
SCRATCH
DUALVISOR

FLIP UP

MBKGR

MBKYL

MBKRD
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI) and FMVSS 218 (DOT) norms.
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH
ALSO AVALABLE IN SINGLE VISOR

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

5

DREAM D4
FLIP UP

BKOR

JAW PATTERN
DUAL VISOR

BKBL

BKGR
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI) and FMVSS 218 (DOT) norms.
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH
ALSO AVALABLE IN SINGLE VISOR

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

6

DREAM D5
PATTERN
DUALVISOR

FLIP UP

GNBK

WHOR

WHBL

FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI) and FMVSS 218 (DOT) norms.
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH
ALSO AVALABLE IN SINGLE VISOR

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

7

DREAM D6
FLIP UP

BKRD

CARBON FIBER
DUAL VISOR

BKBL

BKGN
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI) and FMVSS 218 (DOT) norms.
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH
ALSO AVALABLE IN SINGLE VISOR

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

8

DREAM D7
FLUORESCENT LINE
DUALVISOR

FLIP UP

BKBL

BKGR

BKRD
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI) and FMVSS 218 (DOT) norms.
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH
ALSO AVALABLE IN SINGLE VISOR

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

9

DREAM D8
FLIP UP

BKBL

HONEYCOMB
DUAL VISOR

BKYL

BKOR
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI) and FMVSS 218 (DOT) norms.
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH
ALSO AVALABLE IN SINGLE VISOR

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

10

DREAM D9
FLIP UP

WAVE
DUALVISOR

BKBL

BKGR

BKRD
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI) and FMVSS 218 (DOT) norms.
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH
ALSO AVALABLE IN SINGLE VISOR

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

11

DREAM D10
FLIP UP

BKRD

FLAG
DUAL VISOR

BKRD

FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI) and FMVSS 218 (DOT) norms.
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH
ALSO AVALABLE IN SINGLE VISOR

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

12

DREAM D11
FLIP UP

CROWN
DUALVISOR

BKYL

WHYL

FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI) and FMVSS 218 (DOT) norms.
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH
ALSO AVALABLE IN SINGLE VISOR

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

13

DREAM D12
FLIP UP

WH

ANGEL
DUAL VISOR

PN

PP
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI) and FMVSS 218 (DOT) norms.
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH
ALSO AVALABLE IN SINGLE VISOR

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

14

CARBO PLUS
NON PAINTED

FLIP UP

WH
RD
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

15

BK

LEO PLUS
FULL FACE

WH

GN

MSTBL

PLAIN

PP

PN

MCR

MBK

FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.

MBL

VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

16

LEO PLUS D2
FULL FACE

BKBL

BKGN

WHBK

WHOR

BKOR
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

17

TORC
FULL FACE

BKSR

WHOR

BKYL

BKMSTBL

BKGR

BKBL

BKOR

FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.

BKGN

FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

18

BLISS
FULL FACE

PLAIN

CR

GR

MSTBL

BL

GN

BK

PP

FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SIZES AVAILABLE: 540mm

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.

PN

VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

19

BLISS D1
FULL FACE

STONE

MBKOR

MRDBK

MBLYL

MBKGN

MBKRD
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

SIZES AVAILABLE: 540mm

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

20

CURVY
PLAIN

FULL FACE

WR

BL

MSTBL

GR

GN

CR

BK
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

21

CURVY
FULL FACE

NPBK
NPRD
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

22

NON PAINTED

NPWH

CURVY D1
WARRIOR

FULL FACE

BKGN

BKYL

BKRD

FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.

BKOR

FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE
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CURVY D2
FULL FACE

BKGN

DEFENDER

BKRD

BKWH
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE
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CURVY D3
FULL FACE

SPARK

BKOR

BKGN

BKYL
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

25

Z WAY
OPEN FACE

GN

CR

MDS

PLAIN

MBK

BL

WH

MCR

FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.

PP

FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

26

Z WAY D1
OPEN FACE

STAR

MWRSG

MBKSG

MMGNWH
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.

MDSSG

VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

27

Z WAY D2
OPEN FACE

MCRSG

STAR CIRCLE

MMGNSG

MBKSG
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.

MDSSG

VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

28

Z WAY -SUPER
OPEN FACE

PLAIN

GR

BL

WH

PN

MBK

BK

CR
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE

29

ESSEX-HIT
OPEN FACE

BL

PLAIN

PN

WH

BK

GR

CR

MSTBL

PP

GN

FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE
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ESSEX-HOT
OPEN FACE

PLAIN

BL

PP

GN

MBK

CR
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE
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ESSEX-WAVE
OPEN FACE

STAR

BL

BK

WH

WR

CR

MWR

PP

GR

SG

MBK

PN

MSTBL
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

GN

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.

MBL

PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.

MCR

MMGN

FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE
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ESSEX-WAVE D1
TEAM LEWIS

OPEN FACE

CRBL

MBKRD

BLSG

FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE
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CARBO C6
OPEN FACE

BK

RD
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH
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NON-PAINTED

WH

BOLT
PLAIN

OPEN FACE

BL

WH

PP

CR

GN

MDS

MSTBL

PN

MBK

MMGN
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE
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BOLT D1
OPEN FACE

FORCE

MBKWGR

MSGBL

MMGNGN

MDSMGN

MBLWB
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE
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BOLT D2
PATTERN

OPEN FACE

MBKOR

MBKYL

MBKGN
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.

WHBK

VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE
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DIVA
OPEN FACE

PLAIN

BK

PP

PN

MTBL

CR
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SIZES AVAILABLE: 540mm

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE
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DIVA D1
PAINT SPLASH

OPEN FACE

BKOR

BKBL

WHPP

WHRD

BKRD
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

SIZES AVAILABLE: 540mm

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE
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FLO
OPEN FACE

BK

BL

MSTBL

WH

PLAIN

CR

PN

MDS
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

MBL

PP

MMGN

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.

WR

VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE
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FLO D1
STREET

OPEN FACE

WHORRD

WHPPPN

BKORRD
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.

BKRDGN

FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE
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FLO D2
OPEN FACE

BKOR

ROW

WHRD

BKMGD
FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L, XL

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.

BLGN

FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE
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THUNDER
OPEN FACE

PLAIN

MDS

CR

WH

WH

BL

BK

BL

FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

BASIC SINGLE COLOUR AVAILABLE
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FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

44

FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

45

FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.

SIZES AVAILABLE: M, L

SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

46

FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

47

FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH

48

FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH
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FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH
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FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH
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FEATURES

Weather resistant paint with 3 years color fading warranty.
Helmet conforms to BIS (ISI).
Visor available in clear, smoky, rainbow and metallic nish.
D Ring for helmet locking.
Easy to remove harness.
SPECIFICATIONS

SHELL- An aerodynamic shell design constructed using
High impact resistant engineered thermoplastic material.
PAINT- Dual coat nish for protecting paint and graphics thus
providing longer durability to helmets.
FABRIC- Helmet inners and check pads made with high sweat
absorption, hypo-allergic and anti-microbial fabric.
VENTILATION- Multi-point ventilation system with chin, forehead
and rear vents for an all-weather comfort.
CHIN STRAP- Micromatic quick release retention system used for
greater safety and comfort.

ALL HELMETS ARE AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY & MATT FINISH
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HELMET VISORS

Z-WAY SUPER VISOR

DASH VISOR

CARBO PLUS /
TORC / CURVY VISOR

LEO VISOR

ESSEX HIT / HOT /
WAVE VISOR

CARBO C-6 /
BOLT VISOR

DREAM MAIN
VISOR

BLISS VISOR

DIVA VISOR

FLOW VISOR
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